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First-principles calculation of the structure and elastic properties of a 3D-polymerized fullerite
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In this paper we present results obtained from first-principles calculations concerning the crystal structure
and elastic properties of a three-dimensional-polymerized fullerite. The orthorhombic structure we studied was
first proposed on the basis of an x-ray-diffraction analysis of samples quenched from high-pressure and
high-temperature conditions. The single-crystal bulk modulus for the optimized structure is 302 GPa, and Hill’s
average shear modulus for the polycrystalline aggregate is 301 GPa. Our results indicate that this orthorhombic
fullerite should be hard, but not harder than diamond~a Knoop hardness of about 30 GPa!, with a fracture
toughness probably higher than that for diamond.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, since the discovery of fullerene60

~Ref. 1!, and the establishment of an efficient route for
production in macroscopic quantities,2 much effort has been
devoted to the study of the pressure behavior of solid60
~Ref. 3!. Under high-pressure and high-temperature~HP/HT!
conditions, fullerite C60 undergoes a complex sequence
phase transitions. Starting from the ambient pressure
temperature van der Waals solid, the products obtained a
treatment of solid C60 under HP/HT conditions depend on th
exact conditions of processing, including the degree of
viatoric stress induced on the sample.3–5

Among the various products obtained from HP/HT tre
ments of solid C60, fullerites with astonishing mechanica
properties were reported by Blanket al.5 and Chernozaton
skii et al.6 These authors claimed that they produced so
samples of three-dimensional~3D!-polymerized fullerites
with hardness and elastic moduli exceeding those of
mond. Indeed, the bulk modulus for these polycrystall
solids has been reported to range from 540 to 1700 G
depending on the synthesis conditions, and its hardness
been estimated to be about 150 GPa.4–7 For comparison, the
bulk modulus of single-crystal diamond is about 442 GP
while its hardness lies within a range from 60 GPa to 1
GPa.8 The anomalously large bulk modulus of these fulle
ites, greater than that of single-crystal diamond, is suppo
to be the result of covalent bonding among the distorted60
cages in the HP/HT polymerized phase.6 These findings, if
confirmed by independent research groups, would repre
a breakthrough in the long-lasting search for harder-th
diamond materials.

However, though several years have passed since the
reports on this subject appeared in the literature, the hard
and elastic properties of these solids obtained from HP
treatment of fullerene C60 remain a matter of controversy
Hardness estimates based on diamond scratching ex
ments, such as those conducted with so-called ultrahard
0163-1829/2002/65~22!/224208~6!/$20.00 65 2242
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lerites, hardly can be considered conclusive. Furtherm
the measurement of the elastic moduli of small, inhomo
neous, and textured samples, by ultrasonic methods, is a
difficult task. Accordingly, claims regarding the anomalous
high hardness and elastic moduli of the HP/HT polymeriz
phases of fullerene C60 have been received with reserve b
the scientific community.8–10

Recently, the crystal structure of the superhard fuller
was proposed by Chernozatonskiiet al., on the basis of an
x-ray-diffraction analysis of samples quenched from 13 G
and 820 K~Ref. 6!. The hardness and bulk modulus report
for these samples are about 150 GPa and 800 G
respectively.6 According to Chernozatonskiiet al., the
samples quenched from HP/HT conditions contain both cr
talline and amorphous phases. The density of the crysta
phase was found to be about 2.5 g/cm3, roughly 70% of the
density of single-crystal diamond.6

Despite the large number of experimental reports rega
ing this subject, several important issues remain to be cl
fied. For instance, it has not yet been clearly demonstra
that either the crystalline or amorphous phase could actu
be responsible for the extremely high hardness and b
modulus claimed for these fullerites quenched from HP/
conditions. The recent proposal of a crystal structure for
superhard fullerite, based on the experimental analysis
real samples, allows us to confront some of those contro
sial experimental findings with results from accurateab ini-
tio calculations. Accordingly, in this paper we investigate
what extent the crystal structure proposed for those fulle
solids quenched from HP/HT conditions can account
their claimed hardness and elastic properties. Our res
obtained from first-principles calculations, are compar
both to experimental data and also to recent calculations
formed by Burgoset al.11 and Okadaet al.12 for some hypo-
thetical 3D-polymerized fullerites. The nine independe
elastic tensor components are calculatedab initio, and the
elastic anisotropy of this polymerized fullerite is discusse
At the end of this paper, we discuss some possible reas
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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for the discrepancies found among the theoretical and exp
mental results.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The calculations described in this paper were perform
within the Hartree-Fock~HF! approximation, in the atherma
limit, with the CRYSTAL95 computer code.13 The crystal wave
function was expanded in a basis formed by a linear com
nation of crystalline orbitals~HF-LCCO approximation!. In
these calculations, a 21G valence electron basis set was
for carbon, with Durand and Barthelat’s effective co
pseudopotential.13–15 The exponents and contraction coef
cients for the valence electron basis set were optimized
minimizing the total energy for the diamond structure. T
resulting exponents and contraction coefficients for the c
bon valence electron basis set are reported in Table I.

With the exception of the binding energies, the physi
properties reported in this paper were obtained from calc
tions performed with the following tolerances~in atomic
units! for the evaluation of the infinite Coulomb and e
change series13: 1026 for the exchange overlap, Coulom
overlap, Coulomb penetration, and the first exchan
pseudo-overlap; and 10212 for the second exchange pseud
overlap tolerance. The Fock matrix has been diagonalize
a number ofk points, within the irreducible Brillouin zone
corresponding to a shrinking factor of 6 in the Monkhor
Pack net.16 To reduce the influence of numerical noise,
the calculations were performed keeping the same set o
dexed bielectronic integrals selected from a refere
geometry.13 For the calculation of binding energies, the cu
offs selected for the evaluation of the infinite Coulomb a
exchange series were 1028 for the exchange overlap, Cou
lomb overlap, Coulomb penetration, and the first excha
pseudo-overlap; and 10214 for the second exchange pseud
overlap tolerance.

The binding energies for the optimized structures w
corrected,a posteriori, for the inclusion of correlation ef-
fects, according to the density-functional theory, using
functional of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhoff.17 The nine indepen-
dent single-crystal elastic constants of the 3D-polymeri
C60 structure were obtained in the frozen-core approxim
tion, by the application of small distortions to the optimiz
orthorhombic structure, according to the procedure outlin
by Ravindranet al.18

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The crystal structure proposed by Chernozatonskiiet al.
for the 3D-polymerized fullerite, quenched from a HP/H

TABLE I. Valence 21G basis set for carbon. Exponents~in a.u.!
ands andp contraction coefficients as optimized for diamond.

Type Exponent Coefficients
s p

sp 3.1634 20.1515 0.1670
0.6741 0.3004 0.5186

sp 0.2184 1.0000 1.0000
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treatment of fullerene C60 at 13 GPa and 820 K, has a
orthorhombic symmetry and belongs to space groupImmm,
with 120 atoms per unit cell. The nine independent carb
atoms in this structure are distributed among six 16o (x,y,z)
sites, two 8m (x,0,z) sites, and one 8l (0,y,z) site. Conse-
quently, to fully define this crystal structure, aside from t
three lattice parameters one needs to specify the other 24
parameters to account for the atomic positions. The opti
zation of this crystal structure thus consists of minimizi
the total energy as a function of 27 independent parame
The optimization of the polymerized fullerite crystal stru
ture was performed by sequential line minimization. Th
procedure was repeated until full convergence was achie
for all 27 parameters. The optimized crystal structure is r
resented in Fig. 1. The atomic positions for the optimiz
crystal structure are given in Table II. The atomic positio
calculatedab initio are in good agreement with those give
by Chernozatonskiiet al., as obtained from molecular me
chanics calculations on a finite cluster of polymerized C60
~Ref. 6!.

The lattice parameters at zero pressure, namely,a0
58.669 Å, b058.592 Å, andc0513.732 Å, should be
compared with the experimental lattice parametersa0
58.67 Å, b058.81 Å, andc0512.6 Å, obtained by Cher-

FIG. 1. ~a! Representation of the crystal structure of the po
merized fullerite studied in this work, as viewed along the norma
the ~001! plane. Dark and light gray spheres represent fourfold- a
threefold-coordinated carbon atoms, respectively.~b! Details of the
cluster of 28 fourfold-coordinated carbon atoms. Dark gray lin
represent the bonds betweensp3 carbon atoms 1.70 Å apart.

TABLE II. Wyckoff symbols and optimized atomic positions fo
the 3D-polymerized fullerite studied in this work.

Wyckoff x y z

8l 0.0000 0.0832 0.2593
8m 0.5917 0.0000 0.5568
8m 0.4093 0.0000 0.0557
16o 0.1478 0.3513 0.1070
16o 0.0977 0.3299 0.2130
16o 0.1310 0.1635 0.2399
16o 0.2835 0.0882 0.2178
16o 0.2898 0.0989 0.1049
16o 0.2032 0.2285 0.0542
8-2
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FIRST-PRINCIPLES CALCULATION OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 224208
nozatonskiiet al.6 The main difference between the theore
ical and experimental results is found in the lattice param
along the orthorhombicc axis, whose values differ by 9%
For comparison, for the diamond structure, whose exp
mental lattice parameter isa053.567 Å ~Ref. 19!, the theo-
retical lattice parameter, calculated with the same carbon
sis set and the same tolerances as for the polymer
fullerite, results 3.587 Å , i.e., only 0.56% over the experi
mental value. The experimental lattice parameters for
superhard fullerite were obtained by a Rietveld analysis o
diffraction pattern which consisted of only seven broad,
defined peaks.6 The poor quality of the experimental powd
diffraction pattern makes it difficult to assert the theoreti
results on the basis of the available experimental data.

The optimized primitive cell for this orthorhombic fuller
ite is composed by 28 threefold-coordinated and 32 fourfo
coordinated carbon atoms.32 Therefore, after Burgoset al.,11

we shall refer to this structure as~32-28!. In the ~32-28!
structure, the fourfold-coordinated carbon atoms are
stricted to only two kinds of clusters, which are linked to t
rest of the structure by the framework formed by t
threefold-coordinated atoms. One of thesesp3 clusters con-
sists of simple, planar, four-sided rings, with C-C bo
lengths of 1.56 and 1.59 Å. The second kind ofsp3 cluster is
formed by 28 carbon atoms symmetrically disposed am
two groups of 14 atoms each~see Fig. 1!. These groups
conform as a double-armchair configuration of eight carb
atoms, sharing a common edge, and are linked one to ano
by four-sided rings, with bond lengths of 1.53 and 1.57
The four-sided rings and the C28 clusters are disposed alte
nately along thec axis of the ~32-28! structure. The C-C
bond lengths in the C28 cluster vary from 1.50 to 1.70 Å
Besides the eight C-C bonds per unit cell with bond leng
equal to 1.70 Å, the next maximum C-C bond length in t
structure is 1.59 Å. In fact, the actual bonding state betw
carbon atoms 1.70 Å apart should be considered with care
it is very close to the threshold of C-C bond formation. I
deed, the largest known Csp3-Csp3 bond length in hydrocar-
bons is just 1.72 Å~Ref. 20!. If one considers the carbo
atoms separated by 1.70 Å to be nonbonded, the numbe
threefold-coordinated atoms in this structure increases to
roughly three-quarters of the carbon atoms present in
primitive cell of this polymerized fullerite.

Figure 2 represents the bond length and bond angle
tribution for the~32-28! fullerite structure. The bond lengt
distribution has three main peaks, centered at the mean b
length between Csp2-Csp2, Csp3-Csp2, and Csp3-Csp3. The
mean bond length betweensp2 carbon atoms in the~32-28!
crystal structure amounts to 1.3860.04 Å, ranging from
1.355 to 1.49 Å. The quoted uncertainty refers to the st
dard deviation of the whole data set. The bond lengths
Csp3-Csp2 pairs of atoms are within a narrow range goi
from 1.50 to 1.53 Å, with a mean value of 1.5260.01 Å.
The bonds between fourfold-coordinated carbon atoms h
lengths varying from 1.50 to 1.70 Å, with a mean val
equal to 1.5660.06 Å. For comparison, typicalCvC bond
lengths are about 1.337 Å, while the Csp2-Csp2 bond length
in the basal plane of graphite is 1.421 Å, and the Csp3-Csp3

bond length in diamond is 1.5445 Å.
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From the total of 28sp2 atoms present in this structure
just four of them do not bind to any fourfold-coordinate
carbon atom. For this subset ofsp2 atoms, the bond length
are equal to 1.355 Å (23) and 1.43 Å. The mean bon
length between the carbon atoms in this structure, irresp
tive of its coordination number, is equal to 1.5160.08 Å ,
very similar to the C-C distance in diamond.

The bond angle distribution, as can be seen in Fig. 2,
a broad, asymmetric distribution with a maximum near
120°, the typical bond angle betweensp2-hybridized carbon
atoms. Bond angles in this structure are in the range fr
about 55° to 137°, with a mean value around 113°.

The specific volume for the~32-28! structure, namely
8.52 Å3/atom, is about 8% higher than those reported
Burgoset al. for some hypothetical polymerized fullerites,11

and 48% higher than the specific volume for diamond
calculated under the same conditions. At room conditio
the specific volume for C60 fullerite is about 40% greate
than that for the structure considered in this work. Hence
polymerized phase should be favored, relative to the C60 ful-
lerite, by the application of external high pressure.

The binding energy per carbon atom for the~32-28! po-
lymerized fullerite was calculated according to a hybrid p
cedure, in which the Hartree-Fock energy was correcteda
posteriori, for the inclusion of electronic correlation, wit
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhoff density functional.17 The bind-
ing energy for the~32-28! crystal structure resulted to b
0.97 eV/atom higher than that for diamond. This is quite
high value in comparison with the atomic binding energ
for other carbon structures, including the hypothetical em
carbon clathrate C46, 0.21 eV/atom~relative to diamond!,21

and also C60 fullerene, 0.43 eV/atom~Ref. 22!. In the ather-
mal limit, the Gibbs free energy is equal to the enthal
H(P). From the results stated above, and taking typical v
ues for the zero pressure bulk modulus and its pressure
rivative for a C60 fullerite,3 it is possible to estimate that th
enthalpy for both the C60 fullerite and its polymerized phas
are the same at about 17 GPa. This estimate is in fair ag
ment with the experimental results, considering that the tr
sition from C60 fullerite to the polymerized phase is observ
typically at 13 GPa, but at high temperatures~Ref. 6!.

The nine independent elastic constants for the 3

FIG. 2. ~a! Normalized bond length and~b! bond angle distri-
bution for the~32-28! structure.
8-3
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polymerized fullerite were calculated in the frozen-core a
proximation. Starting from the optimized crystal structu
small deformations were applied to the orthorhombic u
cell, in order to follow the dependency of the strain ene
with the adimensional deformation parameterd. The distor-
tion matrices used to generate the strained lattices were
veniently chosen as to permit one to express the strain en
as a function of as few independent elastic constants
possible.18 For the calculation of the elastic tensor comp
nents, the deformation parameterd was limited to61.5% of
the lattice parameters, in order to avoid having any sign
cant contribution to the strain energy from terms of ord
O(d3) and higher. The nine independent elastic consta
calculated for the~32-28! structure are given in Table III.

From the set of elastic constants, it is possible to obt
the single-crystal bulk modulus, B, as23

1

B
5s111s221s3312~s121s231s33!, ~1!

wheresi j are the components of the elastic compliance m
trix. The resulting bulk modulus for the~32-28! structure,
B5302 GPa, is almost identical to the bulk modulus calc
lated by Burgoset al. for other 3D-polymerized fullerites,11

despite the great difference in the number of thr
coordinated carbon atoms among these structures~see Table
IV !.

Figure 3 represents the elastic anisotropy of the sin
crystal ~32-28! orthorhombic structure, in the form of th
directional dependence of the bulk and Young moduli. T
inverse linear compressibilities along the crystallograp
axis reflect the elastic anisotropy of the~32-28! structure.
These quantities, which can be evaluated from the sin
crystal elastic constants, results inBa5803 GPa, Bb
51084 GPa, andBc5875 GPa for the inverse linear com
pressibilities along thea, b, andc axes, respectively. From
the marked anisotropy in the inverse linear compressibili
of the ~32-28! structure, it can be inferred that the elas

TABLE III. The nine independent elastic constants for t
orthorhombic polymerized fullerite~in GPa!.

c11 c22 c33 c44 c55 c66 c12 c13 c23

671 844 768 305 215 330 117 49 66

TABLE IV. Unit-cell parameters, specific volume, and bu
modulus for some carbon structures.

Structure Ref. a(Å) b(Å) c(Å) v(Å3/atom) B(GPa)

diamond this work 3.59 5.77 468
~32-28! this work 8.67 8.59 13.7 8.52 302
~24-36! 12 9.4 9.4 10.7 7.88 47
~52-8! 11 9.90 9.76 9.92 7.99 298
~56-4! 11 9.76 9.78 9.88 7.86 300
~60-0! 24 9.73 7.67 295
22420
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response of a polycrystalline aggregate will be very dep
dent on the degree of preferred orientation present in
sample.

Single crystals of these polymerized fullerites are not
available for experimental studies. The results regarding
elastic moduli of superhard fullerites quenched from HP/H
conditions were thus obtained from experiments perform
with polycrystalline samples. Accordingly, it is convenient
compare the experimental findings with theoretical estima
for the elastic properties of isotropic polycrystalline agg
gates constituted by small monocrystals of the 3
polymerized fullerite, randomly oriented in space.

Hill’s average bulk (BH) and shear (GH) moduli for an
ideal polycrystalline aggregate are obtained as arithmetic
erages of the extreme Voigt and Reuss estimates for the
tic moduli, i.e.,BH5 1

2 (BR1BV) andGH5 1
2 (GR1GV). The

expressions relating the bulk and shear moduli to the ela
tensor components, in the Reuss and Voigt approximatio
for the case of polycrystalline aggregates of substances
orthorhombic lattices can be found in Ref. 18. Hill’s avera
bulk and shear moduli,18,25 calculated from theab initio,
single-crystal elastic constants reported in this work,
BH5304 GPa andGH5301 GPa, respectively. The value
found for both elastic moduli are far below the reported e
perimental results for the polymerized fullerites~which range
from 540 to 1700 GPa for the bulk moduli!.4–7 For reference,
our calculations overestimate the diamond bulk modulus
less than 6%.

The relatively large value for the shear modulus of th
polymerized fullerite is an indication of the high degree
directional covalent bonding present in this structure.18 In
fact, both shear and bulk moduli have about the same m
nitude in this compound, which constitutes a characteri
typical of hard materials.8 Moreover, the ratioB/G can be
used as an estimate of the material’s ductility.26,18Brittle ma-
terials, such as diamond, have lowB/G ratios~for diamond,
B/G50.83). From the bulk and shear moduli calculated
this work for a polycrystalline aggregate of the~32-28! po-
lymerized fullerite, one obtainsB/G51.01. ThisB/G ratio
suggests that the~32-28! polymerized fullerite could have an
increased toughness of more than 20% relative to diamo

Taking into account the bulk and shear moduli calcula
in this work and also the empirical correlations concern

FIG. 3. Directional inverse linear compressibility~at left! and
Young modulus~at right! for the orthorhombic fullerite studied in
this work. The axis scales range from 0 to 1200 GPa in all dir
tions.
8-4
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the elastic moduli and hardness10, a Knoop hardness of abou
30 GPa can be estimated for polycrystalline samples of
~32-28! polymerized fullerite. The hardness estimated for
~32-28! structure is thus one-third of that of diamond, and
lower than the experimental value of 150 GPa reported
Chernozatonskiiet al. for samples quenched from HP/H
conditions.6

In spite of not being harder than diamond, the hardn
estimated for the~32-28! polymerized fullerite is very high
for such an open framework structure, about 30% less de
than diamond and with a content ofsp2 carbon as high as
47%. Moreover, the hardness estimated in this work is of
same magnitude as the experimental hardness reporte
Alexandrou et al. for carbon films with asp2 network
structure.27 Furthermore, our estimated hardness is in v
good agreement with that reported by Brazhkinet al. for
polymerized fullerites of a similar density.9 Our theoretical
results, on the other hand, by no means supports the hyp
esis that the orthorhombic structure proposed by Chern
tonskii et al.6 could account for the extremely high hardne
and elastic moduli reported for samples of fullerene C60
quenched from 13 GPa and 820 K. In fact, the reported h
ness may be overestimated by the lack of an adequate t
ment of the possible effect of elastic recovery on the exp
mental measurements. High hardness~45 GPa! and elastic
recovery ~85%! has been reported forsp2-rich carbon
films.27 In that case, the high degree of elastic recovery
accompanied by a very small overall indentation depth,
should be expected for an elastic but hard material. To
knowledge, the actual amount of elastic recovery in inden
tion tests performed withsp2-rich polymerized fullerites
have not been reported. It should be very interesting to
tain hardness estimates based on an analysis of the full l
displacement curves from microindentation tests perform
on these carbon materials produced under HP/HT conditi
Such measurements would permit one to verify the influe
of elastic recovery on the hardness values determined f
indentation tests, such as those reported in Ref. 28.

A comparison between our theoretical results and that
ported by Blanket al.5 and Chernozatonskiiet al.6 suggests
the possibility that the experimental determination of t
bulk and shear moduli of the superhard fullerites could h
been affected by the lack of homogeneity and by the p
ence of preferred orientation in the samples. In fact, a sm
degree of preferred orientation along the@111# direction was
found in the Rietveld analysis of the diffraction pattern
superhard fullerite samples.6 The presence of axial textur
could affect the sound propagation velocities across
samples, thus complicating the correct determination of
elastic moduli derived from acoustic measurements.7,29

Even though the hardness and elastic moduli estimate
this work for the~32-28! structure are lower than that fo
diamond, it is noteworthy that such a carbon structure,
spite its low density and the elevated content of threefo
coordinated atoms, has a bulk modulus comparable to o
polymerized fullerites much richer in fourfold-coordinate
carbon atoms~see Table IV!. Indeed, it could be expecte
that the~32-28! fullerite should be much more compressib
than itssp3-enriched counterparts. In fact, a further increa
22420
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in the relative content ofsp2 carbon atoms, such as found
the ~24-36! structure studied by Okadaet al.,12 seems to
reduces the bulk modulus to 47 GPa. The results reporte
this paper, along with those obtained by Burgoset al.,11 show
that essentially the same bulk modulus can be found am
carbon structures with variable degrees ofsp2/sp3 coordina-
tion. This observation raises one interesting question: co
it be possible, at least in principle, to design a mixedsp2-sp3

network of carbon atoms~not necessarily possessing crysta
line symmetry! less compressible than diamond? The all-sp2

layers of carbon atoms in the basal plane of graphite are
stiffer than diamond. However, the weak van der Wa
bonding between the planes makes graphite a soft mate
Maybe a mixedsp2/sp3 continuous random network of car
bon atoms, with long-range connectivity and a reduced in
nal stress, could have a bulk modulus comparable~or even
superior! to that of diamond. This interesting question, th
has been considered before, sometimes with conflic
results,30,31deserves more attention and should be the sub
of further studies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The crystal structure proposed by Chernozatonskiiet al.6

for superhard fullerites quenched from experiments p
formed at 13 GPa and 820 K has been optimized at
Hartree-Fock level, in the LCCO approximation. The bu
modulus for this 3D-polymerized fullerite, calculatedab ini-
tio, B5302 GPa, despite being high for such an open fram
work structure, is far below the experimental value repor
in the literature. Moreover, the estimated hardness for
~32-28! polymerized fullerite~about 30 GPa! is far lower
than that of diamond and cubic boron nitride. Our results
not give support to the claims of Blanket al.5 and Chernoza-
tonskii et al.6 about superhard fullerites with hardnesses a
elastic moduli exceeding those of diamond. More spec
cally, the crystal structure proposed by Chernozaton
et al.6 for the superhard fullerite do not account for the ela
tic properties~and hardness! reported for these solids.

The elastic tensor components reported in this work co
be used to estimate, in a first approximation, the poss
effect of axial texture on the elastic moduli derived fro
acoustic measurements performed with the small sample
covered from HP/HT experiments. Furthemore, it sho
also be very interesting to investigate, both experimenta
and theoretically, the elastic properties of the amorph
phase of carbon produced in the HP/HT treatments
fullerene C60.

The ratioB/G for the polymerized fullerite studied in thi
work suggests that this compound could have a fract
toughness increased with respect to diamond. Even tho
the hardness is quite below that of diamond, the improv
toughness, the apparent lack of cleavage planes, the low
sity, and the relatively high hardness could make these p
merized fullerites suitable for some technological applic
tions.
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